Subaru fwd fuse

I just purchased a 97 Outback AWD. It was shaking at low speeds at turning. Brought to a
mechanic and he mentioned the fuse thing. He put a fuse in the FWD slot under the hood. The
shaking went away. What is really the problem? How long should I drive like this? Was the
original fuse blown? Or did he just put one in due to being taken out by some other person? Do
you know the exact fuse location and number or size? There was not a fuse in there. Not sure of
the voltage. Is there a problem with the coupler? It sounded like it would cost a lot to fix but he
didn't actually say how much. He said something to the fact that uneven tread on tires could
have caused it or just wear on the car. I was helping a family member by buying from them. I
have 4 new tires and front alignment done, don't you think they would of felt the shuffle when
the turn the wheel at 10 mph? I would like to use awd but not sure if I will be able too if it's
gonna cost too much to fix. TheSubaruGuruBoston answered 5 years ago. The "chatter" you're
experiencing is due to lost lubricity in the AWD transfer case bushings. Read carefully: 1. In
effect the rear driveshaft now turns randomly, not providing any linked torque to the rear
differential. Its convenient inclusion was strictly to allow towing Subarus while dragging the
rear end by a non-flatbed truck. By shorting out the system you are removing the source of the
"chatter", as it is called. This "chatter" is caused by worn teflon bushings in the transfer case of
the AWD. In a newer valuable Subaru the remedy is to replace said "box" with a used one. Since
your aged-out OB is probably not worth this financial hit, try the "emergency" fix that works
surprisingly well: first, drain and refill the AT with 3. Drive for a day or two. Is the chatter now all
gone? Drive in figure-8's or donuts for a few minutes then normally. Seemingly magically the
chatter will disappear! Note that my cheap Mainiacs up north use a jigger glass 1. But who
cares? You've dodged a bullet. We've saved many hundreds thousands? Where do I get the
best fluids? Auto Zone, CAP, etc. Okay, so get the fluids, Drain, Add, take the fuse out, drive.
Then the car is AWD again. So, is it easy to drain the fluid? Size wrenches? I don't have a
garage to use presently so I have to do it outside. Is temperature a factor? I appreciate all the
information you have giving me. The car is from California, no rust, only New brakes, tires,
battery,alternator, etc. At this age I'd add the TransX anyway as it never seemed to hurt
anything. Let it drain for two minutes or more. Reattach plug. Open hood, look for yellow-tipped
maybe black back in '97 dipstick lower down under the driver's side windshield. Ignore what the
dipstick reads. If the drained ATF is mysteriously already clean pink then somebody changed it
recently, so just add the Trans-X as the chatter isn't due to dirty fluid byt worn bushings. The
reason is that the 4EAT holds 8. So at least with TWO efforts you're removing 0. So just let it
poop out Good luck. If you don't retrieve a completely "clean" chatterless drive then try to avoid
locked turns, such as when parallel parking. Some folks add a fuse for three season driving to
lower stress on a worn transfer case, removing it in winter I don't have a large enough sample
of consequent failures to draw reliable conclusion. A pair of these is a good investment. The
much smaller ones simply aren't strong enough nor raise the chassis high enough for easy
access to the ATF drain plug. Good luck Be patient Its going to warm this weekend. I'll go get
the fluids! I will keep you posted. Thanks again. Okay, bought supplies. Drained the AT fluid.
Pour 3. Going to drive it. Now you mention Trans-X Posi-trac. On the tube it said not to add to
AT Fluid? Did I not get the right one? Changed oil while under. Going back to Walmart to return
dirty oil. Then back to do it again Drive the tranny for an hour or so to mix well. Then drain again
since it was black. Does the second draining seem cleaner? Hope so. Then add the Trans-X
ignore the label caveat , and drive a few minutes. The chatter should disappear. It WILL make it
worse! Your aim here is to clean and increase the lubricity of the fluid NOT thicken it up! Just do
what I said and report back before I fly to Asia Wed night. Hesitated about Trans-X Slow stops,
and turns. Took fuse out. Drove more circles, highway. So far felt better. Will drive again
tomorrow. Are you suggesting, I drain again since I used Lucas?? I still have the Trans-X tube
not can , can was not Posi-trac. What type of reaction do you expect to happen with Lucas.
Should I give it a chance? Or is the damage done. Ok, but fix this error! So drain this mess, add
another 3. It WILL work to reduce chatter to probably nil longterm. Wish you had followed my
advice initially. The car is driving fine. My question is why would you have me put a product in
the car that the manufacturer says not too? I just got off the phone with Trans-X CS and they
said the right product should be the can with the Slip and Leak It seems you know a lot about
Subaru's but it the directions on the manufacturer's website said not to use Posi-trac , I had to
question it. What is wrong with the "can" product that they make. I'm not a mechanic but I
watch, listen and read. The manufacturer would not agree to what you wanted me to do. Thank
you for making me change the fluid, it needed it badly. Have a nice trip to Asia. You raise a good
question. I await others answers. Even Lucas is a question but a well worn diff is different than
a new one within all the proper specs for clearances. So, I changed the Automatic Transmission
Fluid that was needed badly. The car shuffling while turning at low speeds has subsided. With
the fuse out as well. I have not done anything with the differential component. The car has ,

miles on it. I couldn't tell you if the ATF was ever changed, same as differential components. I
appreciate all the advice and instructions. When the tube of the Trans-X said not to use in
automation transmission, I didn't, even though it was suggested. If the chatter comes back,
could it still be the differential? Could it be that the Lucas didn't do enough? Should I have put
in the other Trans-x product that the company suggests? Not the Posi? I guess we'll see. I'm
looking forward to driving a AWD in new england with our crazy "winter" that we are having.
Who know it we'll ever get snow like last year! This is a special purpose app YES, the partially
cleaned fluid reduced the chatter, but maybe only temporarily. The Trans-X "tube" stuff will help
reduce the continuing wear on the worn parts dramatically. If you start to feel even light chatter
again you'd better redrain the ATF because the chatter has stressed the clutches again, dirtying
the ATF once more , and get that Posi-Trac in there. That you somehow think you can outsmart
this well- honed traditional repair that's worked for many thousands of old Subies by using
Lucas molasses is both baffling and frustrating. The one with Lucas definitely has more
lubrication sticking to the gears versus the other standard oil model. What do you think of it?
Seems convincing to me to be helpful where gears are worn beyond original specs?
GuruVVN8H answered 2 years ago. TheSubaruGuruBoston answered 2 years ago. Think of it as
adding a super-thin layer of PTFE rather than mashed potatoes. The shaking went away
Saturday morning, dried the doors and seats, rolled up windows. Later that morning rolled
down wi I just had my bumper repaired due to so My car almost feels as though it is slipping out
of drive into neutral. It only happens in drive and only sometimes. I am not able to replicate it
fortunately , but would love any thoughts on what I have a Subaru want to put in in netural to
move it about Feet up to the front of the yard so the mice dont chew the wiring harness. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Taking Subaru out of AWD with fuse added. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Subaru Outback question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Subaru
Outback. Get Started. Search Subaru Outback Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. That is not true. The seller may have been mistaken
about what FWD means, or may have been trying to cover something up, such as torque bind or
a transmission issue. This article was written by Lewis Werner. It was last updated June 10, and
first published November 15, If you have questions about the article, please click here to view
the author's contact information including e-mail address, telephone number and mailing
address. Hi I have ej25 engine series and manual transmission does this mean that awd fuse
should not be installed..? Hello and welcome to the site! For a manual transmission, at least on
a non-STI Subaru manual transmission up through say and probably later, the FWD fuse does
nothing. The all wheel drive transfer mechanism in those manual transmissions is purely
mechanical consisting of a center differential and a viscous coupling. So for those manual
transmissions, it does not matter whether the front wheel drive fuse is installed or not. It makes
no difference. June 10, Under normal operating conditions, the FWD fuse should not be
installed. About the Author This article was written by Lewis Werner. Hello and welcome to the.
We just believe they make the finest vehicles available so we created this website for Subaru
enthusiasts. Have corrections, questions, or comments about an article? Contact us. I'm
wondiering how long can I drive that way. True or False? You shouldn't drive with the FWD fuse
in for a long time. Here's the reason. When you put in the fuse, you send 12v constant to the
solenoid so it opens all the way. That constant signal is going to wear the solenoid out a lot
sooner. Regarding the rear diff comment. I wouldn't personally recommend that either. You'll
run into issues. What kind of issues? Since the rear CV axles will be in place, the differential will
be kept in motion, so siezing up shouldn't be a factor. Problem is I've got a serious problem
with my clutch pack that only right now goes away when the FWD fuse is in place. Problem
started with the usual torque bind symptoms. Inserting the FWD fuse made no difference.
Swapping the tranny control unit made no difference. Suspected the Duty C. Removed the
tranny tail housing and checked the Duty C which seemed to be OK After the tail housing was
re-installed I got a new problem I swapped in another complete used 4EAT tranny So I could
disconnect the rear of the drivshaft but inserting the FWD fuse will likely give me back my
marbles and clicking sounds. Thank Gary, I appreciate the info. One followup question though.
If I remove the rear half of the driveshaft, is there concern over leaving the remaining portion
free spinning? If so, is that why there was the mention of using the fuse simultaneously?
Because It would seem that it shouldn't matter then if the fuse is in provided there is no
problem leaving the front portion of the driveshaft spinning which I don't see why there should
be. Once I did miles of hwy with and without and didn't see a difference. Removing the rear half

of the driveline really probably isn't the best thing to be doing. It may have worked fine for you,
but it's something I can't recommend. I think some part of the driveshaft Had a tranny in the
back to deliver today and it was hitting a lot That doesnt make sense with the original
complaint, thet two trannies had torque bind in a row. That would only cause a noise, not an
operational failure. Also if it was hitting it, since the driveshaft is always turning, you would
have the noise all the time. The think after the tranny's were replaced, the torque binding was
gone I have to put the FWD fuse back in to test the binding again. The clicking, clanging, rattling
sound is worse with it in. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a
new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. How long??
OK to drive with "FWD" fuse in. Recommended Posts. Posted January 23, Posted previously
about my clutch pack problems. A few miles?? Warren C. Share this post Link to post Share on
other sites. How much sooner I don't know. Also, why would I need to keep the fuse in place to
run without the driveshaft attached? Posted January 24, Need some serious tecnical help here
Not that I want to be without AWD, but if worse comes to worst Posted January 25, Any
comments on the clutch pack problem Posted January 26, It;s a 96 OBW I think I may have
figured out Maybe some worn out mount bushings or broken bolt somewhere are allowing some
kinda movement? Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order
to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. The older Legacy
models maybe â€” have it located under the hood, passenger rear by the firewall. You will see
the fuse holder by it self labeled FWD on the lid. For those who are not aware of this fuse I will
explain. There is a fuse holder under the hood that when installed the vehicle will be in front
wheel drive mode only. Now, I have been told over the years by different technicians and
customers that by installing the FWD fuse and putting the Subaru into front wheel drive mode
you can save on gas and get better acceleration if the traction is good. Others have told me that
this is for towing or special service only and not to do this because you can damage the
transmission. The prolonged use in front wheel drive mode can cause lubrication problems and
what not. There is always fluid pressure at the solenoid. The computer controls it by on and off
pulses in microseconds. When the FWD fuse is in place the solenoid is off and the fluid
pressure is by-passed which means the clutch is released. When in AWD mode the clutch is
only released when the computer detects a difference in front to rear wheel speed tight turns. I
would like to hear some of your responses. Does anyone have a different opinion on the
subject? Even if you agree and just have some insight from experience I would love to hear
from you. I will be doing more research, read what the factory service manual has to say about it
and revise the post. Until then, thank you for reading. Pictures will come soon. After that
statement I started thinking and decided I will be doing more extensive research on this subject,
this post will be revised, as for now I stand behind my belief that it will not damage the
transmission, thank you for reading. If you find this information helpful please consider a
donation. These articles, questions and comments are very time consuming so even a small
donation gives me motivation to keep educating automotive owners. All proceeds go to the
expansion and maintenance mdhmotors. Thank You. My Subaru will not go back into FWD after
replacing the fuse. The At Oil Temp light flashes 16 times then goes off. What can I do to fix
this? There is some type of diagnostic trouble code being set so you will have to extract the
code s and start your diagnosis from there. Yeah just put the fuse in mine almost doubled my
power it seems ALOT of torque on that driver side axle though, may have to replace after a
while. The logistics make sense, less power distribution better fuel economy, more power. I
need be scare for broke my transmition? I save fuel a lot for big distances. It was not designed
to use it that way but with that being said I have never seen any problems caused by this type of
use either. I have a Subaru Forester Just had the transmission rebuilt. Shop accidentally put in
the fuse putting it in FWD. They pulled the fuse when I told them I wanted it back to AWD, and
told them to do that the fuse needed to be out. Is there anything else I need to do to re engage
the AWD? If the AWD is not working with the FWD fuse removed then there is something wrong
with the transfer case which is part of the transmission anyways. You would most likely have an
AT Oil Temp lite flashing on start up. I should be fixed as soon as possible to prevent metal
contamination throughout the transmission. The fuse is for temporary use only. I have subaru
impreza automatic 2. I cannot help you much from your explanation. I would need to see the
vehicle for myself. Contact us to schedule an appointment okay thanks. You can find our
address at the contact us page. All repairs are by appointment only, please call first. I have a
legacy 2. I have wheel binding when i turn at slow speeds. To recrify the problem. Been doing
this for 3 winters and no problems have shown up. The car has overkms and still ok. Very little
gas savings in fwd. I have a frustrating situation with my Legacy Outback automatic
transmission. It appears to run ONLY in rear wheel drive mode, I even inserted the fuse in the

FWD fuse slot under the hood and still she drives only in Rear wheel mode, now this is a
Doozey, any suggestions, advice? Thank you in anticipation, Peter. If the rear wheels are only
being driven then there is a mechanical failure within the transmission. I have a first gen 4eat 1.
If I put the car in fwd all my shifting issues go away. What could be the cause of only in awd?
The shift points and feel are controlled by line pressure and shift solenoids which are different
part of the transmission. That
vy ls1 wiring diagram
2010 audi a5 owners manual
hh jaguar
is a strange problem. Cheaper to get a used trans than repair the old one. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Don't subscribe All Replies to my comments Notify me of followup comments via
e-mail. You can also subscribe without commenting. Toggle navigation. Martin has future plans
of automotive diagnostic software development. July 24, at pm. Martin Hand says:. September
5, at pm. Travis says:. June 5, at pm. Brent Adams says:. May 4, at am. September 7, at pm.
Cristobal fleischmann says:. November 21, at pm. November 26, at pm. Diana G says:. October
14, at am. October 24, at pm. September 28, at pm. October 9, at pm. Kelly Harmon says:.
October 19, at am. August 5, at pm. August 8, at pm. Peter says:. June 9, at am. Peter Pope
Jones says:. May 25, at am. May 31, at pm. Paul Frissora says:. June 18, at pm. July 11, at pm.
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